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** For items (1-   ) choose the correct item from a, b, c or d to complete the sentences.  

1. People ------------------smartphones since they were invented in the 2000s.  

a) have been using  b) has been using  c) uses  d) was using  

2. Smartphones --------------------in the 2000s by a group of scientists.  

a) invented  b) was invented  c) were invented  d) are invented  

3. During the early 2000s, people ------------ phones in different colours and different designs. 

a) are buying  b) bought  c) has bought  d) will buy  

4. By the end of 2010 CE, companies ----------- more smartphones than PCs for the first time. 

a) sells  b. has been selling  c) sold  d) had sold  

5. Now, about one billion smartphones ------------------ around the world each year. 

a) are selling  b) is sold  c) sell  d) were sold  

6. In the future, it ---------- that over 40% of the population in Jordan will have a smartphone. 

a) are estimated  b) is estimated  c) estimated  d) was estimated  

7. It is probable that this market-------------------- in the future. 

a) expanded  b) will expand  c) are expanding  d) have expanded  

8. At the moment, people aged 16–30 --------------------- the most smartphones. 

a) is buying  b) are buying  c) has bought  d) bought  

9. Experts say there ------------ a growth in the number of smartphones users in the future. 

a) will be  b) was  c) were  d) have been  

10. I --------------------- understand English grammar at class, but now I do. 

a) aren’t used to  b) isn’t used to  c) didn’t use to  d) am not used to  

11. My cousin has lived in Lebanon for a year. He says he ------------------- living there now. 

a) didn’t use to  b) used to  c) is used to  d) are used to  

12. My family and I ------------------- go camping once a month, but we stopped doing that. 

a) are used to  b) is used to  c) use to  d) used to  

13. Joining a gym can be very tiring at first if you ------------------ doing much exercise. 

a) didn’t use to  b) aren’t used to  c) isn’t used to  d) am not used to  

14. When I was young, I -------------------- go fishing with my dad every weekend. 

a) use to  b) am used to  c) used to  d) was used to  

15. You looked really tired yesterday because you ----------------------for hours .  

a) have been running b) had been running  c) has been running d) is running  

16. My mother lost her purse yesterday. She ----------------- in the market all afternoon.  

a) has been shopping b) had been shopping c) were shopping  d) is shopping  

17. My mother was very tired; she ---------------- all afternoon for a special family dinner. 

a) has been cooking  b) had been cooking c) were cooking  d) is cooking  

18. Hind --------------------- very hard for several weeks before she did her final exams. 

a) had been working b) has been working  c) works d) were working 

19. When the results were published, Hind was delighted to learn that she ----------------- . 

a) had passed  b) have passed  c) was passing d) will pass  

20. Hind -------------------her parents from the college after she had got her results.  

a) have phoned  b) phoned  c) has phoned  d) were phoning  
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21. Hind’s parents ------------------------- for her call from the college all morning. 

a) has been waiting  b) have been waiting c) is waiting  d) was waiting  

22. For several weeks, her parents ------------------- a special weekend away to Jerash Festival. 

a) have been planning b) has been planning c) has planned  d) was planning  

23. Hind had been ---------------------- about the festival for months with her colleagues.  

a) talks  b) talk  c) talking  d) took  

24. Can I call you tonight after 6 p.m., or ----------you ---------- dinner with your family then? 

a) will / be having  b) is / having  c) was / having  d) am / having  

25. I -------------------dinner with my family at 6 p.m. , I will be watching T.V then.  

a) won’t be having  b) isn’t having  c) aren’t having  d) wasn’t having  

26. My mom ------------------dinner at 7 p.m. tomorrow, because we usually eat at 8 p.m. 

a) will be preparing  b) was preparing  c) are preparing  d) has prepared  

27. I ---------------in two years’ time because I want to get a degree in Biology from the UK. 

a) aren’t working  b) won’t be working  c) wasn’t working  d) haven’t worked  

28. It is a long course so I will still be -------------------in seven years’ time.  

a) studying  b) study  c) studies  d) studied  

29. If you need to contact me next week, I --------------------in a hotel at Aqaba.  

a) will be staying  b) have stayed  c) is staying  d) stayed  

30. If you need any help to find a job, I -------------------you to get one.  

a) helped  b) will help  c) is helping  d) helps   

31. I can’t call my dad right now. He ------------------------- the plane. It takes off in an hour. 

a) will be boarding  b) has boarded  c) boarded  d) was boarding  

32. We won’t be home tomorrow night. We ---------------- the football match at the stadium. 

a) will be watching b) have watched  c) is watching d) were watching 

33. Do you think that you ------------------your friends when you go to university.  

a) missed  b) will miss  c) is missing  d) has missed  

34. He hopes -------------- a teacher one day.   

a) will become  b) to become  c) becomes  d) became  

35. I intend ------------------for a job in a company when I finish university.  

a) applying  b) to apply  c) apply  d) applies  

36. This time tomorrow, we’ll be celebrating because we will ------------------ our exams. 

a) have celebrated  b) has celebrated  c) are celebrating d) celebrates  

37. This time next month, my parents ------------------ married for twenty years. 

a) will have been  b) have been c) has been d) is  

38. The books that you ordered  ----------------------- by the end of the week. 

a) won’t have arrived b) hasn’t arrived  c) haven’t arrived  d) isn’t arrived  

39. By next year, will you -------------------- England ? 

a) has visited  b) have visited  c) had visited  d) visited  

40. Abd al-Rahman I was ------------------ built the Great Mosque in Cordoba in 784 CE. 

a) the place where  b) the person who  c) the year when  d) the thing which 

41. ---------------- the Great Mosque in Cordoba was built was 784 CE. 

a) The year when  b) The year who  c) The year which  d) The year whose  
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42. The Great Mosque was built in 784 CE by Abd al-Rahman I. 

a) The mosque when was built in 784 CE by Abd al-Rahman I was The Great Mosque.  

b) The mosque where was built in 784 CE by Abd al-Rahman I was The Great Mosque. 

c) The mosque which was built in 784 CE by Abd al-Rahman I was The Great Mosque. 

d) The mosque who was built in 784 CE by Abd al-Rahman I was The Great Mosque. 

43. AlJazari invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century.   

a) The person who invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century was AlJazari.  

b) The person who invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century is AlJazari. 

c) The person who invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century are AlJazari. 

d) The person who invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century has been AlJazari. 

44. Al-Kindi contributed to the invention of the oud. 

a) The person who contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.   

b) The place where contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.   

c) The person who contributed to the invention of the oud is Al-Kindi.   

d) The thing that Al-Kindi contributed to was the invention of the oud . 

45. Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory in Iraq. 

a) The place where Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq. 

b) The place where Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory Iraq was. 

c) The place where Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory were Iraq. 

d) The person where Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq. 

46. Ali ibn Nafi ’ established the first music school in the world. 

a) It was Ali ibn Nafi ’ who established the first music school in the world. 

b) It was Ali ibn Nafi ’ where established the first music school in the world. 

c) It was Ali ibn Nafi ’ when established the first music school in the world. 

d) It was Ali ibn Nafi ’ which established the first music school in the world. 

47. Jabir ibn Hayyan also invented ink that can be read in the dark. 

a) It are Jabir ibn Hayyan who also invented ink that can be read in the dark. 

b) It was Jabir ibn Hayyan which also invented ink that can be read in the dark. 

c) It was Jabir ibn Hayyan when also invented ink that can be read in the dark. 

d) It is Jabir ibn Hayyan where also invented ink that can be read in the dark. 

48. Al-Kindi is especially famous for his work in geometry. 

a) It is his work in geometry who Al-Kindi is especially famous for.  

b) It is his work in geometry which Al-Kindi is especially famous for. 

c) It is his work in geometry where Al-Kindi is especially famous for. 

d) It is his work in geometry when Al-Kindi is especially famous for.  

49. Qasr Bashir is a well-preserved Roman castle ----------- is situated in the Jordanian desert. 

a) who  b) where  c) which  d) when  

50. The walls and huge corner towers of the castle, -------------was built at the beginning of 

the fourth century CE. 

a) who  b) where  c) which  d) when  

51. There are also about twenty-three stables -------------- horses may have been kept. 

a) who  b) where  c) which  d) when  

52. The Giralda tower, ------------- is one of the most important buildings in Seville, Spain. 

a) that  b) who  c) which  d) where  
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53. The journey to Amman, -----------------the KHCC is located , is often difficult.  

a) that  b) who  c) which  d) where  

54. When we were younger, we ------------ live in a village. We moved to the city then.  

a) use to  b) used to  c) are used to  d) were used to  

55. By the end of this year, we -----------------here for about ten years.  

a) will have lived  b) will be living  c) will live  d) has lived  

56. He has written many books, but his final book made him famous worldwide. 

a) He has written many books, but it is his final book which made him famous worldwide.  

b) He has written many books, but it is his final book who made him famous worldwide. 

c) He has written many books, but it is his final book when made him famous worldwide. 

d) He has written many books, but it is his final book where made him famous worldwide. 

57. He started studying at 5 p.m. It’s 10 p.m., and he’s still studying. 

      He -------------------------------------------------------------since 5 p.m.  

a) has been studying b) have been studying c) are studying  d) was studying  

58. We are going to Aqaba -------------the summer with our cousins.  

a) in  b) on  c) at  d) with  

59. We’re going to Aqaba. I --------------------forward to it since last summer.  

a) have been looking b) has been looking c) has looked  d) are looking  

60. We had the computer --------------- because it had stopped working.  

a) repair  b) repaired  c) had repaired  d) repairing  

61. Dina had her smartphone upgraded because it had stopped ----------------last week.  

a) works  b) worked  c) to work  d) working  

61. Mahmoud was walking home when it started -----------------.  

a) to rain  b) rained  c) raining  d) rains  

62. The snow was so heavy so Mahmoud --------------have got wet.  

a) must  b) can’t  c) should  d) could  

63. Mahmoud --------------home when the rain started suddenly.  

a) walks  b) walked  c) had walked  d) was walking  

64. In the past, most letters ------------------by hand. 

a) are written  b) has been written c) wrote  d) were written  

65. These days, letters ------------usually------------on computers.   

a) is / typed  b) was / typed  c) are / typed  d) were / typed  

66. “ I have some questions for you, Muna.”  

      Nadia told Muna that she --------some questions for ------------- .  

a) has / him  b) has / her  c) had / her  d) had / him  

67. In 1943, a company’s manager ----------that the world --------------one or two computers.  

a) says / needs  b) said / needed  c) say / need  d) said / will need  

68. He -------------wrong in 1943 , there ---------------a revolution since then.  

a) was / have been b) was / has been  c) were / has been  d) is / are  

69. These days, millions of families -------------at least one computer at home.  

a) has  b) have  c) are having  d) is having  

70. Many people -------------smartphones and tablets with them everywhere usually.  

a) carry  b) carries  c) is carrying  d) will carry  
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71. A few people even ------------them- even on their writs, around their necks.  

a) wore  b) wears  c) is wearing  d) wear  

72. Experts say that one day soon we ---------------- them into our skin! 

a) attached  b) is attaching  c) will attach  d) attaches  

73. Children often ---------------computers better than their parents.  

a) are using  b) used  c) use  d) has been using  

74. If you --------------computer games all day, you won’t have time to study.  

a) played  b) play  c) will play  d) plays  

75. I want -----------a tablet at the moment but I can’t. 

a) bought  b) am buying  c) buy  d) to buy  

76. a I always wanted to have my laptop but I can’t afford ------------one at present.  

a) to have  b) having  c) am having  d) had  

77. Look at the black sky! It ---------------------soon.  

a) is going to rain  b) are going to rain c) will rain  d) are raining  

78. I -------------from Ajloun, but I ---------------in Irbid for few months.  

a) comes / are staying b) come / am staying c) came / is staying d) come / has stayed 

79. Nadia -------------------her homework for two hours!  

a) has been doing  b) have been doing  c) has done  d) are doing  

80. Nadia ------------finished her task soon.  

a) are  b) were  c) will be  d) am  

81. If Ali -------------his own computer, he wouldn’t need to use his friend’s computer. 

a) has  b) have  c) had  d) is having  

82. I ---------------an email when my laptop switched itself off.  

a) was writing  b) writes  c) wrote  d) have written  

83. Perhaps Issa’a phone is broken today. Issa’a phone -------------broken today.  

a) might be  b) must be  c) mustn’t be  d) have to be  

84. Someone has found my missing laptop.  

      My missing laptop ------------------------- . 

a) has been found  b) have been found  c) was found  d) is found  

85. I asked someone to fix my computer last week.  

      I --------------my computer ---------------- last week .  

a) has / fixed  b) had / fixed  c) was / fixed  d) were / fixed  

86. It isn’t necessary to switch off the screen.  

      You ------------switch off the screen.  

a) mustn’t  b) don’t have to  c) doesn’t have to  d) might  

87. You are not allowed to touch this machine.  

       You -----------------this machine.  

a) must touch  b) mustn’t touch  c) might touch  d) have to touch  

88. I think you should send a text message.  

      If I were you, I -----------------a text message.  

a) will send  b) can send  c) would send  d) may send  

89. Press the red button to make the picture move.  

      If you ------------the red button, the picture -------------- .  

a) pressed / moved  b) presses / moves  c) press / moves  d) presses / move  
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90. Mohammad checked the emails, and then he started work.  

      Before Mohammad started work, he ------------------the emails.  

a) had checked  b) checked  c) has checked  d) have checked  

91. Mohammad checked the emails, and then he started work.  

      Mohammad had checked emails before he ----------------work. 

a) had started  b) has started  c) started  d) will start  

92. “ I have lived in Amman for six years.”  

         Sami said that he ---------------in Amman for six years.  

a) has lived  b) have lived  c) had lived  d) lives  

93. “ Yesterday I bought all the ingredient for a chocolate cake.”  

      Huda told me that ------------------she had bought all the ingredients for a chocolate cake. 

a) the coming day  b) the day before  c) the following day d) that day  

94. We needed warm cloths when we went to London. We -----------------the cold weather.  

a) weren’t used to  b) used to  c) didn’t use to  d) wasn’t used to  

95. My grandparents didn’t -----------------emails when they were my age.  

a) used to  b) use to  c) using to  d) uses to  

96. Rashed ---------------go swimming every morning, but now he doesn’t.  

a) is used to  b) are used to  c) used to  d) use to  

97. We always go to the market across the street, so we ----------------eating fresh fruits.  

a) are used to  b) is used to  c) was used to  d) use to  

98. Please slow down! I ------------------walking so fast. 

a) am not used to  b) didn’t use to  c) used to  d) are not used to  

99. I --------------shopping in the local supermarket, but it closed two years ago.  

a) used to go  b) am used to going c) use to go  d) is used to going  

100. There -----------------be so much pollution, but these days it is a global problem.  

a) didn’t use to  b) isn’t used to  c) wasn’t used to  d) aren’t used to  

101. I think television ------------be much better than it is now. Most of shows now are boring. 

a) is used to  b) are used to  c) used to  d) use to  

102. Most Jordanians -----------------the hot weather that we have in the summer.  

a) are used to  b) is used to  c) was used to  d) use to  

103. There ----------be a lot of wild animals in the past, but nowadays they are becoming rare. 

a) are used to  b) was used to  c) used to  d) is used to  

104. Salma has been practising the oud really hard, and she --------now---------playing it.  

a) is / used to  b) are / used to  c) am / used to  d) did / use to  

105. When I was a student, I --------------very hard.  

a) are used to working b) is used to working c) used to work  d) use to work  

106. I -----------get up early and study alone before lectures and attend classes all day.  

a) use to  b) used to  c) am used to  d) was used to  

107. Are you -----------------in Jordan yet? You have been here for only two months.  

a) use to live  b) used to live  c) used to living  d) using to living  

108. When I was a child, my grandmother ------------cakes all the time and I helped her.  

a) used to make  b) use to make  c) am used to making d) is used to making  

109. My grandfather retired a month ago. He isn’t ------------------nothing to do all day long. 

a) use to have  b) used to having  c) used to have  d) used having  
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110. I just got glasses this week, and I’m not ----------them yet, so I am still having difficulty. 

a) used to wear  b) used to wearing  c) use to wear  d) didn’t use to wear  

111. What do you think you -------------in two years’ time?  

a) are doing  b) will be doing  c) will do  d) is doing  

112. In two years’ time, I will be living in Karak and I --------------------Geography.  

a) will be studying  b) am studying  c) have studies  d) will study  

113. Don’t phone me at seven. I ---------------------with my family.  

a) is having  b) are having  c) will be having  d) has  

114. I think I ---------------you the exact time later.  

a) is texting  b) will text  c) will be texting  d) have texted  

115. Please be quiet when you come home tonight. The baby -----------------in his room. 

a) will sleep  b) will be sleeping  c) are sleeping  d) is sleeping  

116. I hope -----------------Medicine at university when I finish my school.  

a) studying  b) to study  c) studied  d) study  

117. I am planning ------------some work experience before I go to university.  

a) to getting  b) to get  c) get  d) will get  

118. I hope --------------well in my exams this year.  

a) to doing  b) do  c) to do  d) have done  

119. Rami has broken his leg. It ---------------take a long time to get better.  

a) are going to  b) is going to  c) will have  d) will be  

120. He ---------------at the hospital for at least two weeks.  

a) will stay  b) are staying  c) stay  d) were staying  

121. Rami ------------have his leg in plaster for much longer.  

a) will  b) will has  c) will be  d) are going to  

122.  He hopes that his friends -------------him about the lessons he has missed. 

a) tell  b) will tell  c) has told  d) is telling  

123. Next month, we ------------lived in this house for a year. Let’s celebrate!  

a) will  b) will have  c) will be  d) have  

124. I -------------working in my new job at the local office next Monday.  

a) will  b) will have  c) will be  d) is  

125. In thirty years’ time, doctors ------------------a cure for cancer.  

a) will have found  b) are finding  c) is going to find  d) have found  

 

126. By the end of this decade, doctors will ----------discovered how to cure cold and flu.  

a) have  b) has  c) had  d) be  

127. Within fifty years, doctors ----------invent a device that enables blind people to see.  

a) will be  b) will have  c) will  d) is going to  

128. A mathematician is someone ----------works with numbers. 

a) who  b) which  c) where  d) when  

129. Geometry and Arithmetic are subjects -----------are studied by mathematicians.   

a) which  b) who  c) when  d) whose  

130. “ Physician” is an old word ----------means “ doctor”.  

a) where  b) when  c) which  d) who  
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131. A chemist is a person ------------works in  a laboratory.  

a) when  b) which  c) who  d) where  

132. The stars and planets are things -------------studies by astronauts.  

a) who  b) when  c) where  d) which  

133. Ibn Sina -------------is also known as Avicenna was a famous Islamic polymath.  

a) which  b) where  c) who  d) which  

134. Avicenna wrote on early Islamic philosophy -----------included many subjects.  

a) which  b) where  c) who  d) whose  

135. His book  Al Qanon fi-Tibb ------------became the most medical textbook ever.  

a) where  b) who  c) which  d) when  

136. Avicenna’s friends ------------were worried about his health advised him to relax.  

a) who  b) which  c) where  d) when  

137. It was the month of Ramadan -----------Ibn Sina died, in June 1037 CE. 

a) when  b) where  c) which  d) who  

138. Petra was made a World Heritage Site in 1985 CE.  

      - ---------------- Petra was made a World Heritage Site was 1985 CE. 

a) The year which  b) The year when  c) The year where  d) The year who  

139. I stopped working at 11 p.m.  

        The time when I stopped working --------------- .  

a) are 11 p.m.  b) was 11 p.m. c) is 11 p.m.  d) has been 11 p.m.  

140. I like Geography most of all.  

      - -----------which I like most of all is Geography.  

a) The year  b) The subject  c) The event  d) The person  

141. My father has influenced me most of all.  

a) The person who has influenced me most of all is my father.  

b) The person who has influenced me most of all were my father.  

c) The person who my father has me was influenced.  

d) The person who has influenced me most of all has been my father.  

142. The heat made the journey unpleasant.  

a) It was the heat which made the journey unpleasant.  

b) The thing that the heat made the journey was unpleasant.  

c) It was the heat when made the journey unpleasant.  

d) It was the heat which made unpleasant the journey.  

143. Are you planning --------------shopping tomorrow? 

a) will go  b) to go  c) going  d) go  

144. Where have you been? I ------------------for ages.  

a) has been waiting  b) have been waiting  c) has waited  d) are waiting  

145. Our grandmother used --------------us stories at bedtime.  

a) to tell  b) to telling  c) told  d) tells  

146. Will it still -----------------this evening? 

a) be raining  b) is raining  c) rained  d) rains  

147. Before she went to the library, Huda ---------------her mother to prepare lunch. 

a) have helped  b) had helped  c) helps  d) will help  
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148. Shinkansen is a highs-peed rail system that ---------------- as the core of Japan’s rail 

transportation network. 

a) serves  b) have served  c) are serving  d) have been serving 

149. Shinkansen -------------------- the major cities of Japan.  

a) links  b) are linking  c) have linked  d) were linking  

150. Since it ----------first ----------- in 1964 CE. 

a) was / introduced  b) were / introduced  c) are / introduced  d) have / introduced  

151. At the moment, the network ----------------- with newer, 

a) are expanding  b) is expanding  c) was expanding  d) have expanded  

152. The London Underground, which ------------------- as The Tube, is one of the most 

famous underground rail systems in the world. 

a) are known  b) is known  c) were known  d) have been known 

153. The Tube, which ----------------- its name from the shape of the system’s tunnels. 

a) got  b) get  c) are got  d) have been got  

154. The Tube, ---------------commuters since 1863 CE. 

a) has been serving  b) have been serving c) has served  d) have served  

155. As it ----------currently ----------- over 408 km and 275 stations across London. 

a) is / running  b) are / running  c) were / running  d) have / ran  

156. Its speed ------------------as 431 km per hour.  

a) is recorded  b) are recorded  c) was recorded  d) were recorded  

 جميع قواعد الفصل األول التي وردت في امتحانات الوزارة من )2016 ( لغاية )  2021 (  

157. The government has -------------hardly to raise the citizens awareness about human rights. 

a) been working  b) works  c) work  d) working  

158. Will you --------------------your homework by seven o’clock? 

a) does  b) have done  c) be doing  d) did  

159. Many Jordanian poems -----------now------------into English.  

a) are / translated  b) is / translated  c) was / translated  d) were / translated  

160. It is normal for my friend now to send emails.  

a) My friend is used to send emails now.  

b) My friend is used to sending emails now.  

c) My friend is not used to sending emails now.  

d) My friend was used to sending emails now.  

161. Tala took three English courses at the British Council , and then she went to the UK. 

a) Before Tala went to the UK, she took three English courses at the British Council.  

b) Before Tala had gone to the UK, she had taken three English courses at the British Council. 

c) Before Tala went to the UK, she had taken three English courses at the British Council. 

d) Before Tala had gone to the UK, she took three English courses at the British Council. 

162. The first athletic event for the disabled athletes took place in 1948 CE.  

a) The year when the first athletic event for the disabled athletes took place was 1948 CE. 

b) The year when the first athletic event for the disabled athletes took place is 1948 CE. 

c) The year when the first athletic event for the disabled athletes took place were 1948 CE. 

d) The year when the first athletic event for the disabled athletes took place will be 1948 CE. 

163. By the time we arrived, they ------------------for an hour.  

a) had been talking b) has been talking  c) have been talking  d) have talked  
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164. Next month, our family --------------in this house for a year.  

a) has lived  b) have lived  c) will have lived  d)  are living  

165. If a city --------------everything and doesn’t throw anything, it is a zero-waste.  

a) recycled  b) recycles  c) will recycle  d) recycle  

166. Taha Hussein is famous especially for his work in literature.  

       - It is ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ . 

       - It is ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ . 

167. My parents have saved enough money to fund our university courses.  

      - Enough money -------------------------------------------------------------- . 

168. “ We will prepare a presentation about the usage of solar power in our area.”  

      - The student said -------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

169. Eid Aladha is a celebration that -----------on the 10th of Thu- Al-Hijjah according to the 

Islamic calendar.   

a) begin  b) begins  c) began  d) will begin  

170. I want to get an apartment but I can’t afford to ------------money at the moment.  

a) borrow  b) to borrow  c) borrowing  d) borrowed  

171. The bus is late. If it -------------soon, we will get a taxi.  

a) don’t come  b) doesn’t come  c) won’t come  d) didn’t come  

172. My neighbours’ generosity impresses me more than anything else.  

     - The thing that ----------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

173. I think you should check the spelling of the new learnt word in the dictionary.  

     - If I ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

174. It is not normal for American people to eat steak for lunch and dinner every day. It    

        is expensive.  

     - American people --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

175. This time next year, students will ----------------for the final exams.  

a) prepared  b) have prepared  c) be preparing  d) prepares  

176. The students in my class -------------about their achievements in science when the bell 

suddenly rang.  

a) were talking  b) are talking  c) is talking  d) has been talking 

177. Ibn Rushd who -------------in Cordoba is a famous Islamic polymath.  

a) born  b) was born  c) is born  d) will born  

178. Petra was made a World Heritage Site in 1985 CE. 

     - The year --------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

179. It is not normal for my grandfather to have nothing to do all day.  

     - My grandfather ------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

180. Safwan usually discharges my laptop.  

     - My laptop ------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

181. Ali ------------------about his friend when he received an email from him.  

a) has been thinking b) have been thinking c) had been thinking  d) have thought  

182. The workers -----------------at the moment. They are on a break.  

a) are not working  b) is not working  c) does not work  d) did not work  

183. The ruins --------------by thousands of tourists every day.  

a) are viewed  b) is viewed  c) was viewed  d) were viewed  
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184. “ School provides children with basic education.” 

     - Safwan said ------------------------------------------------------------------------ . 

185. It is normal for my younger brother to use his electronic dictionary.  

     - My younger brother -------------------------------------------------------------- . 

186. The Second World War ended in 1945 in Europe.  

     - The year ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

187. The prize ----------Huda won last year was for Arts.  

a) which  b) where  c) when  d) who  

188. In thirty years’ time, scientists ---------------------a cure for cancer.  

a) found  b) find  c) will have found  d) were finding  

189. Last month, many students --------------as members for English club.  

a) was elected  b) were elected  c) are elected  d) is elected  

190. Look at the black sky! It -------------to rain.  

a) went  b) is going  c) are going  d) was going  

191. The children -----------------in the yard for two hours.  

a) has been playing b) had been playing  c) is playing  d) was playing  

192. “ Some parents take their children to the city park weekly.”  

     - Mr. Asmar said ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

193. I think I should see a doctor. 

     - If I ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

194. I would like to visit Petra next month. 

     - What ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

195. When I was young, I -----------------on foot to my school.  

a) are used to going  b) used to go  c) use to go  d) am used to going 

196. The students, --------------cleaned the street, are from our school.  

a) who  b) which  c) where  d) whose  

197. By the end of this month, we -----------------in this house for a year. 

a) lived  b) have lived  c) will have lived  d) lives  

198. I’m afraid that my laptop ----------------by somebody else yesterday.  

a) was used  b) will use  c) is used  d) were used  

199. If one presses that button, the picture --------------------- . 

a) move  b) moved  c) would move  d) moves  

200. It is normal now for my children to eat fresh vegetables.  

      - My children ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

201. “ Many parents have passwords to monitor their children’s surfing websites.” 

     - Mr. Khaled said that --------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

201. I think you should look for a job in foreign countries.  

      - If I were you ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

202.Rashed ------------------swimming every morning, but now he doesn’t.  

a) are used to going b) used to go  c) use to go  d) am used to going  

203. The person --------------has influenced me most is my father.  

a) who  b) which  c) when  d) whose  

204. My family ---------------a trip to Europe every year.  

a) plans  b) was being planned c) is planned  d) would plan  
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205. According to Kate’s schedule, she --------------her business partner next Tuesday.  

a) would be met  b) will be met  c) was going to meet d) is going to meet  

206. Three of my articles --------------last month in the local newspaper.  

a) have published  b) has been published  c) will be published  d) were published  

207. While my father ------------a book, our neigbour came to visit us.  

a) is reading  b) was reading  c) is being read  d) reads  

208. My uncle ------------working in at the company for five years when he got a promotion. 

a) is  b) had been  c) have been  d) will be  

209. Meeting new people makes travelling an exciting experience. 

    - The thing --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

210. Ali --------------the duck in the park with his father when he was young.  

a) is used to feeding b) used to feed  c) am used to feeding d) are used to feeding 

211. Plastic is the material ---------------causes a lot of pollution.  

a) whose  b) who  c) where  d) which  

212. I had my phone ----------------- after I dropped it.  

a) repair  b) repaired  c) had repaired  d) repairing  

213. My grandfather ------------from 1890 to 1976.  

a) lived  b) is living  c) live  d) lives  

214. Experts think that smartphones -------------to our skins in the future.  

a) attached  b) will be attached  c) were attached  d) is attached  

215. By the end of this week, we ---------------all information for the project. 

a) receives  b) were receiving  c) will have received  d) received  

216. “ I have studied very hard for the exam.”  

     - The student said that ------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

217. I think you should join a study group.  

      - If I were you, -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

218. It is normal for me now to have a traffic jam on my way to work.  

     - I ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ . 

219. My father -------------to drink coffee, but now he does.  

a) hasn’t used  b) didn’t use  c) wasn’t used  d) doesn’t use  

220. I work in a farm -------------sells fresh fruits and vegetables.  

a) which  b) where  c) when  d) whose  

221. I think humans --------------to Mars in 2070.  

a) will travel  b) were travelling  c) is travelling  d) travelled  

222. I was driving to work when the engine ------------working.  

a) stopped  b) were stopping  c) is stopped  d) stops  

223. Many galloons of fresh milk --------------every day.  

a) are drunk  b) is drinking  c) drank  d) are drinking  

224. The Great Mosque in Cordoba was built in 784 CE.  

      - The year -------------------------------------------------------------- . 

225. My friend has lived in Egypt for a year. She says she ------------living there now.  

a) is used to  b) used to  c) didn’t use to  d) am not used to  

226. I always go to the supermarket --------------sells organic vegetables.  

a) who  b) which  c) whose  d) whom  
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227. I had my new apartment -----------------before my birthday party.  

a) had decorated  b) decorated  c) decorating  d) decorates  

228. Salam --------------her report when the light in her room switched itself off.  

a) was typing b) is typing  c) types  d) was typed  

229. My mother was tired; she ----------------all afternoon for a special family dinner.  

a) is cooking  b) has been cooking  c) cooks  d) had been cooking  

230. We won’t be home tomorrow night. We -------------the football match at the stadium. 

a) were watching  b) will be watching  c) have watched  d) had been watching 

231. I asked someone to send my text message.  

      - The correct causative form of the sentence above is:  

a) I have sent my message.  b) I had my text message sent.  

c) My text message was sent. d) I had sent my text message.  

232. “ I went to the theatre with my friend.”  

      - The correct reported speech of the sentence above is:  

a) Ibraheem said that he had gone to the theatre with his friends.  

b) Ibraheem said that he have gone to the theatre with my friends. 

c) Ibraheem said that he went  to the theatre with her friends. 

d) Ibraheem said that he has gone to the theatre with his friends. 

233. I am used to teaching my students through the social media.  

      - The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

a) It had been normal for me to teach my students through the social media. 

b) It was normal for me to teach my students through the social media. 

c) It is normal for me to teach my students through the social media. 

d) It isn’t normal for me to teach my students through the social media. 

234. The person ……………………………………………………………… . 

a) who invented Al-Jazari the mechanical clock was in the twelfth century.  

b) who invented in the twelfth century the mechanical clock was Al-Jazari.  

c) who invented the twelfth century in the mechanical clock was Al-Jazari.  

d) who invented in the twelfth century Al-Jazari was the mechanical clock.  

235. The person -------------won the prize for Art last year was Sara.  

a) who  b) which  c) where  d) when  

236. The country ------------the scientists did their research was Jordan.  

a) whose  b) where  c) who  d) when  

237. It was the month of Ramadan --------------- Ibn Sina died.  

a) which  b) who  c) where  d) when  

238. -------------------me how to play the drum.  

a) It was my uncle who taught  c) My uncle who taught 

b) It is my uncle teaching  d) It was my uncle taught  

239. My father has influenced me most.  

a) I was the person who has been influenced most by my father.  

b) It was me who has been influenced most by my father.  

c) The person who has influenced me most is my father.  

d) The person who has been most influenced by my father is me.  

240. Rayan had his computer ----------------------as it had stopped working.  
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a) is repaired  b) was repaired  c) repaired  d) will repair  

241. Many wild animals become aggressive when they ------------------------.  

a) are captured  b) capturing  c) had been captured  d) has captured  

242. Ghina ------------her bedroom when her friends arrived to her house.  

a) is cleaning  b) was cleaning  c) were cleaning  d) will be cleaning  

 

243. Students in my class --------------their lessons online since last summer.  

a) are attended  b) would attend  c) have been attending d) has been attending 

244. There ------------be so much pollution, but these days it is a global problem  

a) didn’t use to  b) was used to  c) wasn’t used to  d) don’t use to  

245. My grandfather retired a month ago. He isn’t ----------------nothing to do all day.  

a) use to have  b) used having  c) used to having  d) used to have  

246. Ali is the person -----------is believed to be responsible for the design of the tower. 

a) whose  b) who  c) when  d) where  

247. Jawad worked hard for several years, and then he bought a new car.  

      - The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is :  

a) Before Jawad had bought a new car, he worked hard for several years.  

b) Before Jawad had worked hard for several years, he bought a new car.  

c) Before Jawad worked hard for several years, he had bought a new car. 

d) Before Jawad bought a new car, he had worked hard for several years. 

248. “ I have been to Baghdad three times with my family.”  

      -  The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is : 

a) Ban told Sameera that they have been three times to Baghdad with my family.  

b) Ban told Sameera that I had been three times to Baghdad with your family. 

c) Ban told Sameera that we have been three times to Baghdad with her family. 

d) Ban told Sameera that she have been three times to Baghdad with her family. 

249. It is normal for most doctors now to treat patients in their clinics.  

      - The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is : 

a) Most doctors used to treat patients in their clinics.  

b) Most doctors are used to treating patients in their clinics.  

c) Most doctors used to treat patients in their clinics.  

d) Most doctors are used to treat patients in their clinics.  

250. Dr Jamal revolutionised the nutrition system in the world.  

      - The sentence which emphasises the underlined word is : 

a) The thing that Dr Jamal revolutionised in the world is the nutrition system.  

b) The person who revolutionised the nutrition system in the world is Dr Jamal.  

c) It was Dr Jamal who revolutionised the nutrition system in the world. 

d) The thing which revolutionised Dr Jamal was the nutrition system in the world.  

251. Thank you for your email ----------was interesting.   

a) who  b) which  c) where  d) when  

252. Ali, --------------mother is a professor, forgot his umbrella.  

a) whose  b) when  c) where  d) who  

253. The old hotel -----------we stayed last week was big.  

a) who  b) where  c) when  d) which  
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254. It was at night-----------the rescue team arrived at the scene of the accident.  

a) who  b) where  c) when  d) which  

255. ---------------------to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.  

a) The person who contributed  c) It is the person who contributed  

b) The person who contributing  d) It is Al-Kindi who contributed  

256. I like English most of all.  

a) The person that I liked most of all has been English.  

b) The subject that I like most of all is English.  

c) The subject which I like most of all was English.  

d) The person which I liked most of all has been English.  

257. ---------------Jabir Ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq.  

a) The country when b) The place when  c) The country where d) The year where  

258. My father --------------the new house if it isn’t too expensive.  

a) would buy  b) will buy  c) would have bought d) wouldn’t buy  

259. If Rami had his own computer, he --------------to use his friend’s computer. 

a) won’t need  b) didn’t need  c) wouldn’t need  d) would need  

260. In the future, it -------------that over 40% of the population in Jordan will have a laptop.  

a) is estimated  b) estimate  c) are estimated  d) was estimated  

261. I ---------like cartoon films when I was younger. These days I prefer action films. 

a) am used to  b) use to  c) used to  d) am not used to  

262. We needed warm cloths when we went to London. We ---------------the cold weather. 

a) use to  b) used to  c) weren’t used to  d) wasn’t used to 

263. By 2025, I hope researchers -------------a cure for cancer.  

a) will have found  b) found  c) have been found  d) had found  

264. I saw the shoes ----------you bought last week on sale this week.  

a) whose  b) which  c) where  d) when  

265. “ Rashed went to the stadium an hour ago.”  

      - This sentence can be rewritten as -------  

a) Ayman told Arwa that Rashed had gone to the stadium an hour before.  

b) Ayman told Arwa that Rashed had gone to the stadium an hour later. 

c) Ayman told Arwa that Rashed has gone to the stadium before an hour. 

d) Ayman told Arwa that went to the stadium an hour ago.  

266. My boss sent the signed contract to his colleague on Tuesday.  

     - The sentence which emphasises the underlined word is:  

a) It was on Tuesday that my boos sent the signed contract to his colleague.  

b) It was his colleague that my boss sent the signed contract to on Tuesday.  

c) It was my boss who sent the signed contract to his colleague on Tuesday.  

d) It was the signed contract that my boss sent to his colleague on Tuesday.  

267. Ibrahim ---------his dental clinic ---------------last week.  

a) has / furnished  b) had / furnished  c) is / furnished  d) was / furnished  

268. Rasha ------------her friend’s dictionary if she had her own dictionary.  

a) wouldn’t borrow b) will borrow c) borrowed  d) won’t borrow 

269. The kids ----------------football in the park before it started to rain. 

a) have played  b) are playing  c) play  d) had played  
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270. Where did Maha --------------to school?  

a) used to go  b) used going  c) use to go  d) used to going  

271. My sister was very busy yesterday as she --------------------for a special occasion.  

a) had been preparing b) prepares  c) has been prepared  d) is preparing  

272. This time tomorrow, we ------------------because we will have finished our exams.  

a) would have celebrated  b) will be celebrating  

c) will have celebrated  d) had been celebrating  

273. My parents have saved enough money to buy a new car.  

a) Enough money has been saved to buy a new car.  

b) Enough money hasn’t been saved to buy a new car. 

c) Enough money had been saved to buy a new car. 

d) Enough money hadn’t been saved to buy a new car. 

274. “ I visit my grandparents this morning.”  

a) Huda said that she visited my grandparents this morning.  

b) Huda said that she had visited her grandparents this morning. 

c) Huda said that she visited my grandparents that morning. 

d) Huda said that she visited her grandparents that morning. 

275. It is normal for most of Jordanian people to cook Mansaf in the wedding party.  

      - Most of Jordanian people --------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

a) used to cooking Mansaf in the wedding party.  

b) are used to cooking Mansaf in the wedding party. 

c) are used to cook Mansaf in the wedding party. 

d) are use to cook Mansaf in the wedding party. 

276. I had difficulty in driving cars in the past, but now I can drive well.  

a) I am used to driving cars well now.  

b) I used to drive cars well now.  

c) I am used to drive cars well now.  

d) I used to driving cars well now.  

277. This month next year, Ahmad ----------------his final presentation in the university.  

a) will be discussing b) discuss  c) has discussed  d) is discussed  

278. Some medicine ---------------for my grandfather to treat migraine monthly.  

a) prescribes  b) will prescribe  c) is prescribed  d) prescribed  

279. “ I’d already been living in London for five years.”  

      - My friend said that he ----------------------in London for five years.  

a) had already been living  c) has already been living  

b) had already been lived  d) had already lived  

280. The year ------------Petra was made a World Heritage site ---------1985 CE.  

a) when / is  b) when / has been  c) when / was  d) when / will be   
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